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Australia is 'ground zero' in climate
crisis and must show leadership,
top researchers say
Adaptation to bushﬁres might not be achievable without stronger
action to curb emissions, letter warns
Lisa Cox
Wed 29 Jan 2020 03.30
AEDT

Australia’s focus on adapting to changed ﬁre patterns ‘is not enough’, and more should be done to
reduce emissions, Australian Research Council laureates say. Photograph: Mick Tsikas/AAP

Australia’s current position as “ground zero” for both the impacts of climate change and
policy uncertainty presents an opportunity for the country to emerge as a leader in
responding to the climate crisis, according to Australian Research Council laureates.
In a letter signed by 80 ARC laureate fellows, some of Australia’s top researchers said claims
strong action to cut emissions would be economically destructive have no basis and are not
“consistent with Australia’s traditional optimism and ingenuity, nor with historical
experience”.
“Reducing emissions is a global challenge that requires collective action,” the letter said.
“But Australia’s current visibility as ground zero for both climate impacts and climate policy
uncertainty presents a unique opportunity for us to emerge as a leader on this challenge.”
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The ARC laureate fellows are a small group of researchers selected by the ARC as the top
researchers across all ﬁelds in Australia.
The letter, whose signatories include decorated academics in mathematics, science,
economics, and language and culture, said the government’s focus on adapting to changed
ﬁre patterns “is not enough”.
It was written as the country’s unprecedented bushﬁre season continues, with emergency
warnings in place on Tuesday for a ﬁre burning in the Namadgi national park near Canberra.
“We welcome government actions to help current victims and improve adaptation to future
ﬁres, as well as its acceptance of a role for climate change in the catastrophe,” the letter said.
“But this is not enough, because the greenhouse gas amounts driving warming are still
rising: the world is only at the beginning of the climate change phenomenon.”
The bushﬁre emergency has brought the Coalition government’s climate policies into sharp
focus.
The prime minister, Scott Morrison, was criticised for his handling of the crisis through
Christmas and early January, and for his failure to meet with former emergency chiefs who
warned of the coming catastrophe last year.
Morrison said this month that the government’s response to the increasingly visible eﬀects
of the climate crisis would be to address “adaptation and resilience” rather than
strengthening policies to reduce emissions.
But the letter warns that without stronger action to curb emissions, the impacts of further
temperature rises could be such that adaptation is not achievable.
“This dire outlook demands stronger mitigation of carbon emissions,” it said.
“Many argue that actions to achieve this would be economically destructive. This claim has
no basis, nor is it consistent with Australia’s traditional optimism and ingenuity, nor with
historical experience.”
They wrote that achieving net zero emissions was a large but achievable task, and “far less
risky and irresponsible” than allowing continued global heating.
Australia faced international criticism as one of a handful of countries at the United Nations
climate conference in Madrid in December that were responsible for thwarting a deal on the
rulebook for the Paris climate agreement.
Australia is the only country that plans to use carryover credits from the Kyoto period to
meet its targets under the Paris agreement.

Climate misinformation is rife…

… and never more dangerous than now, as the crisis escalates across the world. The
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Guardian’s accurate, authoritative journalism has never been more critical – and we will not
stay quiet. This is our pledge: we will continue to give global heating, wildlife extinction and
pollution the urgent attention and prominence they demand. We recognise the climate
emergency as the deﬁning issue of our lifetimes.
You've read 6 articles in the last four months. We chose a diﬀerent approach: to keep
Guardian journalism open for all. We don't have a paywall because we believe everyone
deserves access to factual information, regardless of where they live or what they can aﬀord
to pay.
Our editorial independence means we are free to investigate and challenge inaction by those
in power. We will inform our readers about threats to the environment based on scientiﬁc
facts, not driven by commercial or political interests. And we have made several important
changes to our style guide to ensure the language we use accurately reﬂects the
environmental emergency.
The Guardian believes that the problems we face on the climate crisis are systemic and that
fundamental societal change is needed. We will keep reporting on the eﬀorts of individuals
and communities around the world who are fearlessly taking a stand for future generations
and the preservation of human life on earth. We want their stories to inspire hope. We will
also report back on our own progress as an organisation, as we take important steps to
address our impact on the environment.
We hope you will consider supporting us today. We need your support to keep delivering
quality journalism that’s open and independent. Every reader contribution, however big or
small, is so valuable. Support The Guardian from as little as $1 – and it only takes a minute.
Thank you.
Support The Guardian
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Read our pledge
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